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 Data processing corrects errors in questionnaire data and 

prepares files for analysis.

 Data analysts must understand survey goals, the data, the 

audience and the issues being addressed.

 Analysis by statistical agencies should be objective and not 

conducted to promote specific policies.

 An overriding principle in analysis and dissemination is protecting 

respondent confidentiality.

 Varied dissemination formats aimed at different audiences can 

broaden the utility and use of the survey data.

 Presentation of survey results should be relevant, objective, 

accurate and transparent.

Key messages:



What is “data processing”?

Data processing comprises a number of steps:

1. Editing questionnaires.

2. Transferring data from questionnaires to 

computer files.

3. Checking and editing files to remove errors.

4. Transforming data files to facilitate analysis.

With computer assisted interviewing, data are electronically entered 

into data files.

Paper and pencil forms require extra work editing questionnaires 

and data keying to enter the data into computer files.



Data editing identifies and removes, where possible, errors that can impede 

analysis.  Types of errors include:

• Coverage errors (Omission or duplication of responses)

• Duplicate records
• Loss of records
• Incomplete canvassing

• Content errors (Incorrect reporting or recording)
• Errors in questionnaire design
• Misunderstanding of questions by respondents
• Mis-keying during data entry
• Out-of-range or invalid responses
• Incorrect units
• Incorrect scale
• Inconsistent data items
• Failing to follow the correct skip pattern

Data editing



 Edits identify and correct, if possible, errors in data items.  If it is not possible 
to correct an error, an error code is assigned.

 Edit specifications should be developed and reviewed carefully to insure that 
the edits work correctly and do not introduce additional error.

• Range checks.   Determine whether entries are outside acceptable data 
ranges.  Correction is done by examination of other items or by imputation.

• Logic checks. Determine whether any items were filled that should not have 
been, or whether items were omitted that should have been filled.  Checks are 
usually basked on questionnaire skip patterns.

• Consistency checks. Determine whether items are consistent with other 
items.  Decisions must be made as to which item(s) to consider correct.

• The extent of editing may be constrained by resources, but the goal is to 
identify and correct the most serious errors or inconsistencies.

Types of edits



Imputation. A method for correcting some item errors or non-response by 
systematically substituting valid entries for the invalid ones.

• Imputation is used to ensure that there are valid entries for key variables 
used in weighting or in statistical procedures that require valid entries for all 
variables.

Methods for imputation:

• Hot deck. Missing cases for a variable are replaced with the same entry 
from a designated previous case. Hot deck imputation maintains the overall 
distribution for the variable.

• Regression imputation. Uses non-missing data from a number of 
variables to predict the values of the missing data.

• Multiple imputation. Generates a number of different datasets, each with 
plausible values for each missing element in the dataset; then analyzes the 
sets of imputed values using standard analytical techniques.

Analysis files should contain both imputed and unimputed values.

Imputation



Data security should be one of the 

survey organizations highest priorities.

Measures to secure data include:

 Providing a secure environment for questionnaires, forms 
and data files.

 Limiting access to data files with identifying information.

 Requiring all personnel with access to raw data to obey 
established and enforced security policies.

 Creating analysis files that have identifying variables 
removed.

Data security and confidentiality



Conducting data analysis is like drinking fine wine.  

It is important to swirl and sniff the wine, to unpack 

the complex bouquet and to appreciate the 

experience.  Gulping the wine doesn’t work.
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Thank you!

Questions?


